
Hawthorn, Hazel and Holly 

4th September 2020 
 

Key Dates 
P.E. lessons  

Hawthorn – Thursday and Friday 

Hazel – Monday and Thursday 

Holly -  Thursday and Friday  

 

On these days please can your child come in wearing their 

P.E. kit. Please remember that these lessons may be outside 

so please ensure that your child is wearing appropriate 

clothing.  For example, if it is cold children need to be wear 

dark jogging bottoms and a plain P.E. jumper.  

 

Library  

The children will have the opportunity to visit the library 

once a fortnight on a Thursday. This will begin on Thursday 

17th September.   

Homework Expectations 
 Daily reading - Please encourage and support your child in reading regularly. In Year 5 and 6, 

as well as developing fluency, we support the development of your child ’s comprehension skills 

(e.g. retrieval, fluency and deducation).  

 Maths task – Children will receive a weekly maths task on Seesaw. This will initially focus on 

arithmetic skills and formal written methods.  

 SPaG task - Children will be set a weekly SPaG task on Seesaw. This will cover elements of 

SPaG which have been taught throughout the week. 

 Spellings – Children will complete a spelling task on Seesaw each week. This will help them 

practise and learn their spellings. We will send you further details about your child ’s spelling 

when we set the first activity.  
 

All homework will be set on a Friday and due the following Friday. 
 

Please remember that we have subscriptions to Maths Shed, Times Table Rockstars and 

Spelling Shed. These are all fantastic resources to support your child in developing and 

securing their skills.  
 

Our Learning 
Maths: This year, we will be following the Maths No Problem approach to mathematics. Our first maths topic will focus on the place value. This will include: reading, 

writing and saying numbers; understanding the value of different digits; and partitioning numbers in a variety of ways. In addition to our maths sessions, we will also 

be having daily fluency sessions. This half term, we will be focusing on decimal number bonds to one and ten and/or common factors.   

 

Literacy: Our Literacy learning will be based upon ‘Middleworld’ by J&P Voelkel. Within the lessons, we will learn and practise applying a range of skills, which will 

result in us creating our own advernture stories.  In addition to our daily literacy sessions, throughout the week we will have three reading sessions, a SPaG session 

and a spelling session.  

 

Science: Within our Science lessons, our topic will be ‘Animals including humans’. Throughout the topic, we will learn about: the human circulatory system (including 

the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood); factors affecting our bodies; and the ways in which nuterients and water are transported within animals 

(including humans). We will also cover different elements of scientific enquiry during the topic.  

 

R.E: Our question this half term is, ‘Are the saomts encouraging role models?’ When exploring this topic, we will learn how people become saints and about the life 

of different saints, as well as having many opportunities to discuss and reflect upon the topics.  

To volunteer for reading and for any other queries please email: year56team@biertoncombined.bucks.sch.uk 
 


